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Sittin' in the stands
        takin' my chances
Soakin' up the sunshine
        and the glances
Hopin' that they came  to play today

Wonderin' if they know
        why we all came here
Cause it's not the hot dogs
        and the cold beer
We just came to see him   make history

Pitch to Barry
       let's play a real game
Don't walk him, No!
       would be a real shame
Pitch to Barry hey huh hey hey hey
 
Pitch to Barry
       make it your best call
Pitch to Barry
       let's play some hardball 
Pitch to Barry  make my day

I know this game
       is just beginning
But it could really go
       to extra innings
We just want to see him     
              go all the way

Let's see him hit one
       into the alley
Let's see him hit one
       into Death Valley
Let's see him hit one into the Bay

Pitch to Barry
       let's play a real game
Don't walk him, No!
       would be a real shame
Pitch to Barry hey baby, what chu say

Pitch to Barry
        make it your best call
Pitch to Barry
        let's play some hardball
Pitch to Barry  beat L A

The shift is on
        the bags are loaded
I think it's time
        that he exploded
I think it's time he put this game away

Pitch to Barry
        just get it over



Let's see him hit one
        into the clover
Let's see him hit one into the Bay

Pitch to Barry
       let's play a real game
Don't walk him, No!
       would be a real shame
Pitch to Barry hey huh hey hey hey

Pitch to Barry
       make it your best call
Pitch to Barry
       let's play some hardball
Pitch to Barry  beat L A
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